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Abstract— Continuous driver authentication is useful in the
prevention of car thefts, fraudulent switching of designated
drivers, and driving beyond a designated amount of time for a
single driver. In this paper, we propose a deep neural network
based approach for real time and continuous authentication
of vehicle drivers. Features extracted from pre-trained neural
network models are classified with support vector classifiers.
In order to examine realistic conditions, we collect 130 in-car
driving videos from 52 different subjects. We investigate the
conditions under which current face recognition technology will
allow commercialization of continuous driver authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time biometrics for authenticating car drivers is a potentially important application. According to [1], there were
an estimated 765,484 thefts of motor vehicles nationwide
in the United States, just in 2016. Smarter cars that can
authenticate their drivers could be a solution to mitigate
this. But there are other applications. Car rental companies
authorize designated drivers to driver their cars, and driver
authentication can be used to enforce this. Similar concerns
exist for long-distance drivers and taxi drivers, where the
designated driver should use a vehicle, for specified periods.
Systems that authenticate the driver’s face can also be used
in parallel for other face-based analyses, like drowsiness
detection.
Current driver authentication approaches use several security features, including biometric and non-biometric methods.
Biometric methods utilize driver’s biometry, such as fingerprint or voice. For instance, BMW announces that its Z22
concept car would adopt fingerprint recognition to ensure
that the car can only be used by authorized individuals [17].
The engine will only start when the driver places her index
finger on the provided rotary switch. Honda FCX also uses
fingerprint biometry for authentication, which requires the
user to press and hold her thumb against a scanner for about
three seconds to recognize its owner. Volvo SCC requires
the user to hold the door handle for a few seconds to let the
fingerprint recognition unit authorize the driver to use the
car. Other car brands use voice recognition to ease in-vehicle
operation, such as navigation or infotainment. Non-biometric
approaches use driver’s secret knowledge such as a password,
or personal possession, like a physical token. Apart from the
standard ignition key, in most cases, an authorized driver has

a personal password to enter, a magnetic card, beacon, or an
RFID tag to let the engine start.
The biometric approaches used by car manufacturers are
typically restricted to their vehicle brands, and not always
open to the more general public. Almost all those biometric
and non-biometric approaches are performed either offline,
or as a driving session starts, and thus are vulnerable to midsession driving attacks, such as carjacking. A typical scenario
could be that an authorized driver of a transportation firm can
use some credentials to make the control center believe that
the vehicle is used by a certain driver at the onset of the
driving session, and then let another, unauthorized person to
drive, violating the related regulations. A reliable, low-cost,
and transportable real-time authorization system would help
to improve detection of such frauds.
In this paper, we develop a system for real-time authentication of vehicle drivers. Our approach uses recent
advances in deep neural network based face recognition,
and deals with problems specific to the application scenario.
We introduce an in-car face database collected from public
videos, where we report experimental results in realistic
acquisition conditions.
Facial verification systems can provide reliable, low-cost,
and accurate online approaches for driver authentication
tasks. Such a system usually consists of an image capturing
device and computation unit that performs the verification.
For vehicles, a camera that can capture the driver’s image
could be easily mounted inside, regardless of the car brand.
Face verification based on images acquired from such a
camera can be performed either by some kind of embedded
computation device in car, or on a remote server. Here, we
present a real-time driver facial verification framework that
can be used to detect or avoid en route driving attacks. In our
scenario, we first collect authorized driver’s facial images,
train a classifier based on their features, and perform realtime verification in some predefined time frequency during
driving. For testing, we collected 130 in-car driving videos
of 52 unique subjects.
For feature extraction, we applied transfer learning and
fine-tuning on a pre-trained deep neural network model [18].
For classification, we examined Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [3] and cosine similarity [6] based approaches. The
advantage of our method is that it provides fast, low-

